
fēi chéng wù rǎo         

非诚勿扰         

"If You Are the One" [literally: If not sincere then do not disturb]; serious inquiries only

fāng shì           

方式           

way; manner; style; mode; pattern; Classifiers: 个

tū rán           

突然           

sudden; abrupt; unexpected

lǎo tài tai          

老太太          

elderly lady (respectful); esteemed mother; Classifiers: 位



xiǎng fǎ           

想法           

way of thinking; opinion; notion; to think of a way (to do sth); Classifiers: 个

lǎo nián           

老年           

elderly; old age; autumn of one's years

sūn zǐ           

孙子           

Sun Tzu, also known as Sun Wu 孙武

sūn nǚ           

孙女           

son's daughter; granddaughter

lǐ cái           

理财           

financial management; finance



cái chǎn           

财产           

property; assets; estate; Classifiers: 笔

jié jiǎn           

节俭           

frugal; economical

shěng chī jiǎn yòng         

省吃俭用         

to live frugally; to economize on food and clothing; to scrimp and save

zhuàn qián           

赚钱           

to earn money; moneymaking



má jiàng           

麻将           

mahjong; Classifiers: 副

shèng yú           

剩余           

remainder; surplus

bǐ            

笔            
pen; pencil; writing brush; to write or compose; the strokes of Chinese characters; classifier for sums of money, d...

cún kuǎn           

存款           

to deposit money (in a bank etc); bank savings; bank deposit

lì xī           

利息           

interest (on a loan); Classifiers: 笔



zēng jiā           

增加           

to raise; to increase

tóu zī           

投资           

investment; to invest

gǔ shì           

股市           

stock market

gǔ piào           

股票           

share certificate; stock (finance)

chǎo gǔ           

炒股           

(coll.) to speculate in stocks



suàn shì           

算是           

considered to be; at last

quàn            

劝            
to advise; to urge; to try to persuade; to exhort; to console; to soothe

shuō fú           

说服           

to persuade; to convince; to talk sb over; Taiwan pr. [shui4 fu2]

fáng jià           

房价           

house price; cost of housing

zhǎng jià           

涨价           

to appreciate (in value); to increase in price



dǐ yā           

抵押           

to provide (an asset) as security for a loan; to put up collateral

qiān            

签            
to sign one's name

hé tong           

合同           

(business) contract; Classifiers: 个

wèi hūn qī          

未婚妻          

fiancée

zhōng yú           

终于           

at last; in the end; finally; eventually



xiāo fèi           

消费           

to consume; Classifiers: 个

xiǎng shòu           

享受           

to enjoy; to live it up; pleasure; Classifiers: 种

fēng xiǎn           

风险           

risk; hazard

diē            

跌            
to fall; to tumble; to trip; (of prices etc) to drop; Taiwan pr. die2

péi qián           

赔钱           

to lose money; to pay for damages



xīn kǔ           

辛苦           

exhausting; hard; tough; arduous; to work hard; to go to a lot of trouble; hardship(s)

hé            

合            
to close; to join; to fit; to be equal to; whole; together; round (in battle); conjunction (astronomy); 1st note of...

yì gōng           

义工           

volunteer worker; volunteer work

yù mèn           

郁闷           

gloomy; depressed

máo dùn           

矛盾           

contradiction; Classifiers: 个 ; conflicting views; contradictory



yǐn qǐ           

引起           

to give rise to; to lead to; to cause; to arouse

sī kǎo           

思考           

to reflect on; to ponder over

            

            
 

            

            
 

            

            
 


